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Abstract: As the size of the Internet continues to expand, the users of different search
providers continuously demand search results which meets their need. Personalized Search
is one of the options available to users in order to sculpt that the result return to them is
accurate. This raises concerns of privacy issues however as users are usually
uncomfortable revealing personal information to the third party, like service providers. This
paper aims to deal with the privacy issues revolving around personalized search and
discusses ways that privacy can be enriched to make the users become more comfortable
with the release of their personal data in order to gain more accurate search results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today a web search engine has accomplished a lot of popularity and importance for users
seeking information on the web. Since the contents available on web is immense and
cryptic, users most of the time experience failure when an irrelevant result of user's query is
returned from the search engine [1][3].The search engines usually cannot distinguish
different users’ needs well. For example, a user of computer science may use the search
query “leopard” to locate information on Apple OS X Leopard and a user from biology filed
may use the same query for the animal leopard; however a search engine does not treat
both the query differently. Alternatively, personalized search provides customized results.[2]
Personalized web search (PWS) is a broad type of search techniques aiming at providing
better search results, which are tailored for individual user needs. The user information has
to be collected and analyzed to figure out the exact intention of user behind issued the
query. [3]The solutions to PWS can generally be categorized into two types naming as clicklog-based methods and profile-based. In click-log based method — they simply enforce
preference to clicked pages in the user’s query history. Whereas, the profile-based methods
improve the search experience with complicated user-interest models generated from user
profiling techniques [1] [3].
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In spite of having pros and cons as the types of PWS techniques, the profile-based PWS has
more potency in remodeling the quality of web search recently, with growing usage of
personal and behavioral data to profile its users, which is consistently gathered from query
history. Unfortunately, such implicitly collection of personal data can easily reveal a gamut of
user’s private life. Privacy issues is emerging from the lack of security for such data, for
instance the AOL query logs scandal, not only scare individual user, but also dampen the
data-publishers have high intensity in offering personalized service. In fact, privacy concerns
have become the major obstacle for wide proliferation of PWS services.[3]
DRAWBACKS:
•
•
•
•

All the sensitive topics are disclosed using an unconditional metric known as
surprisal based on the information theory.[1]
Run-time profiling is not supported by existing profile-based PWS. [3][4]
The existing methods do not take into account the customization of privacy
requirements.[1][4]
Many personalization techniques require constant user interactions when
creating personalized search results. [7]

2. PROPOSED WORK
2.1.

Profile-Based Personalization
This paper introduces an approach to personalize digital multimedia information
based on user profile information. For which two main mechanisms were developed: a
profile generator that automatically creates user profiles defining the user
preferences, and a content-based recommendation algorithm that derives the user's
interest area in unknown content by matching their profile to metadata storage of the
content. Both features are integrated into a personalization system. [1][3]

2.2.

Privacy Protection in PWS System
This paper proposes a PWS framework called UPS that can derive profiles in for each
query according to user-specified privacy requirements [8]. Two predictive metrics are
offered to calculate the privacy breach risk and the query utility for hierarchical user
profile. It develops two simple but effective abstraction algorithms for user profiles
allowing for query-level customization using our proposed metrics. This paper also
provides an online prediction mechanism based on query utility for deciding whether
to personalize a query in UPS [8] [10]. Overall experiments demonstrate the efficiency
and effectiveness of our framework [4].

2.3.

O.S Authentication
O.S also has a unique characteristic in its communication implementation that serves
to identify the uniqueness of the O.S over a network. By analyzing certain protocol
flags, options, and data in the packets a device sends on network. It can increase
reliability and accuracy in guesses about the O.S that sent those packets. O.S
Authentication is a process of that analysis. By analyzing initial values of packets, we
can determine O.S installed on host.
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3. CONTRIBUTION
3.1. O.S Authentication
Many modern Malware implementations carry out their activities on guest operating system
to escape detection from antivirus software, which is installed on host operating system. To
avoid this type of activities this paper proposed the system, which identifies the packets send
from client machine which is encrypted by a host operating system not by the guest
operating system. The host operating system identifies the genuine packet by using
information available from the TCP packet. The system distinguishes the TCP packets by
analyzing certain values in the packets that client send over a network. If the system
determine the packet they got differ from the operating system installed on host machine, an
unauthorized operating system is likely present .The system uses TCP SYN packet’s
TCP/IP headers to identify the host OS generating the packet.
3.2. System Architecture of O.S Authentication Technique

Fig.1: System Architecture

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper Personalized web search (PWS) proposes the improved quality of various
search services on the Internet. Privacy preservation technique in PWS protects the
disclosure of personal information during the User’s session. User customizable Privacypreserving Search (UPS) is a framework used to support privacy in search process. The risk
levels are reduced by generalization of the system. The system increases the attack control
rate. The client side system is more secure from malicious activity and different attacks over
the network.

5. FUTURE SCOPE
 Enhances the stability of the search quality.




The user profile exposure is avoided.
Searching deep web pages and ranking to them for effective search query. It
contains relevant or irrelevant search result.
The Validation user’s search result according to the links resulted by user
query. For that different parameters of URL are taken into account.
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